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Your monthly ATD Nashville newsletter: everything you need to know about 
upcoming events. 
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A big thank you to everyone who has engaged to create a sense of connection in 
the ATD Nashville community these past several months.  The best way to 

experience connection and community is to focus on giving it to others.  I’ve always 
found this is how I experience more connection and community myself.  In fact, one 

of our board’s guiding principles through the last four months has been that 
everyone needs to experience greater community so that we can help, serve, listen 

to, understand, and connect with each other.  Here are four specific actions you 
can take to help everyone experience greater community in ATD Nashville: 

1. Participate and be known in our four monthly virtual programs – all free for 
members. 

2. Join ATD Nashville (request a free 3 month interim membership – see 
below). 

3. Volunteer or apply to join our board – applications are now open - see 
details below. 

4. Connect with one other member on LinkedIn. 
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Let’s make this a community where everyone can experience connection, support, 
help, and learning. 

- Mark 

 

 
  

 
16 July 2020 

VR for Skills-based Training  

Thursday, 12-1 PM CST 

The Immersive Health Group (IHG) is a Nashville company using design, data and 
immersive (AR & VR) technology to create impactful, personalized, engaging and 

adaptive learning experiences to change the way clinicians deliver care. Dov 
Hirsch and Monique St. Paul will present insight into how they have implemented 

VR and how you can do the same.  Spoiler alert: it's easier than you think. 
 

If you ever wanted to learn from someone that has actually implemented VR, this is 
your chance. 

 

21 July 2020 

Virtual Coffee Chat: Self-Care Strategies 

Tuesday, 12-1 PM CST 

These are unprecedented times, as you've probably heard from many sources. 
How are you doing? How are you taking care of you? Are you interested to hear 

how others are doing and share your own experiences? Then join us for this ATD 
Nashville Coffee Chat. This virtual conversation will be led by ATD members and 

will focus on discussion and learning from each other - ideas, tips, resources, 
what's working, what's not working with self-care. 

 

20 August 2020 

Move the Room: How to Successfully Train Online 
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Thursday, 12-1:30 PM CST 

In the past few months, working from home went from being a great perk to 
becoming a necessary part of life. Since the traditional face-to-face team structure 

is no longer an option for many of us, companies are tasked with finding digital 
solutions to stay alive. This transition comes with a range of complications, from 
hiring and on-boarding new employees without being able to interact with them 

face-to-face to quickly scaling up current employees so they are prepared to face 
the challenges ahead to retaining your key talent in the face of a financial crisis. 

 
Overall, training your employees in a virtual setting is very similar to training them 
face-to-face. However, communication and team building occur more naturally in 

face-to-face environments. Because of this, leaders and trainers should take 
deliberate actions to build in activities and practices that are vital to building a 

stronger sense of team. 
 

This program will help equip leaders with the knowledge and skills necessary to 
lead virtual training and engage with employees in the digital environment. 

Facilitated by Allyn Walker, Dale Carnegie Training of Tennessee. 

 

 
  

 

 

 
  

ATD National Virtual Training 
ATD has curated several resources to help you design and deliver effective training 

to a remote workforce. And you’ll find courses you can take to deepen your skills 
on this important work. Find the training at td.org/virtual-training 

 

 
Refer a Friend 
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Know someone who would be interested in joining ATD Nashville? Wanna receive 
3 month extension on your ATD Nashville membership? 

Then Refer a Friend! 
 

Nashville Chapter Membership on the ATD Store 
To buy ATD Nashville membership on the ATD Store, just select Add a Chapter 

and search for Nashville. 
 

Volunteer with ATD Nashville 
We need volunteers to continue and expand on our mission to make Nashville 

work better.  If you are interested, email president@atdnashville.org. 
 

Request a 3 Month Interim Membership 
Former and future members may sign up for a free, three month interim 
membership with all the benefits of a regular member; current members 

experiencing financial hardship may request a free three month extension when 
their membership expires.  Fill out the Interim Membership Form to receive your 

free interim membership. 
 

 
  

July 

16 July 2020 
Virtual Chapter Meeting: VR for Skills-based Training 

16 July 2020 
Virtual Coffee Chat: Self-Care Strategies 

 

August 

4 August 2020 
Virtual Coffee Chat 

13 August 2020 
Virtual Forum 

18 August 2020 
Virtual Coffee Chat 
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20 August 2020 
Move the Room: How to Successfully Train Online    
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